Summary

Introduction. The problem of early diagnostics of orphan diseases is relevant for most countries of the world. The challenge for healthcare is to prevent new cases of orphan diseases by providing medical genetic testing and counseling at the stage of family planning. Department of psychoneurolology of the State Institution "Institute of Pediatrics, Obstetrics and Gynecology named after Academician O.M. Lukyanova National Academy of Medical Sciences of Ukraine" has been dealing with the problem of orphan diseases since 2012 and has significant experience in their diagnosis and treatment in children.

The aim of paper: to develop an algorithm for the genetic diagnosis of epileptic and developmental encephalopathies in children with developmental delay and dimorphic features based on modern data on the application and interpretation of genetic methods. A case which demonstrate the complexity of interpreting the results and algorithms for early diagnosis of patients and the importance of medical and genetic counseling is presented.

Material and methods: clinical and neurological examination, sleep video-EEG monitoring during night sleep, brain magnetic resonance imaging (3.0T), whole-exome sequencing (WES).

Results. The article presents the algorithm of genetic diagnosis of orphan diseases in children with developmental and epileptic encephalopathies, developmental delay, and dimorphic features. A clinical case of a boy with general developmental delay and atonic epileptic seizures is presented. Sleep EEG-monitoring showed epileptiform activity in the stage of slow-wave sleep localized in the central-parietal and left temporal areas in the form of benign childhood epileptiform patterns.

Whole-exome sequencing detected a variant of uncertain significance (VUS) c.5887C>T(p.Arg1963Cys) of SON gene in a heterozygous state, which leads to the replacement of arginine to cysteine. Mutations in the SON gene in the heterozygous state have been described in patients with Zhu-Tokita-Takenouchi-Kim syndrome (OMIM: 617140).

Conclusions: It is important for pediatricians and neurologists to be aware of orphan diseases in children with developmental and epileptic encephalopathies and developmental delay. Genetic tests are wide available but they require competent interpretation by clinicists. After obtaining the results, it is important to compare the obtained result with the phenotype of patient. In case the phenotype of patient match and the results of genetic test, (detected VUS) this mutation could be etiological factor of the disease. In our case, the clinical signs coincided with those described in 2015 by the authors of the first description of Zhu-Tokita-Takenouchi-Kim syndrome, and therefore genetic testing helped to verify the final diagnosis. Therefore genetic counseling is extremely important for detection of etiology and prognosis of early developmental and epileptic encephalopathies.
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Introduction

Protection of mother and child health is one of the global problems that humanity must deal with for the sake of its own survival on the planet. According to the richest man in the world, Elon Musk, the decline in the birth rate and perinatal losses is one of the 3 global threats to the existence of humanity. In preserving the health of the population, an important role is assigned to medical and genetic counseling, which should be carried out at the stage of pregnancy planning in all cases when the family already has a child with a neuromotor delay disorder or developmental delay. However, one of the conditions for its implementation is a clearly established nosological diagnosis of a child with a neurodevelopmental disorder or other neurological disorder.

Development delay is a common complaint of most parents who consult with a pediatric neurologist. Delays may occur in the areas of motor function, speech and language, cognitive, play, and social skills. The etiology of developmental delay and neurodevelopmental disorders in children is heterogeneous, namely, genetic, infectious and metabolic. In some cases, developmental delay is the only clinical sign, while in others it belongs to the spectrum of symptoms of a certain syndrome. It is important to differentiate between delay and regression, which often occurs in epileptic or epileptiform encephalopathies (EE).

Epileptic encephalopathies (EE) Epileptic encephalopathies refer to a group of disorders in which the unrelenting epileptic activity contributes to severe cognitive and behavioral impairments above and beyond what might be expected from the...
underlying pathology alone, and these can worsen over time leading to progressive cerebral dysfunction. The presence of continuous epileptiform activity of the cerebral cortex exceeds the clinical manifestations expected only from the main brain pathology (for example, cortical malformation), which may worsen over time and lead to progressive cerebral dysfunction [1]. In most cases, EE can cause not only the regression of social and communication skills, but also lead to restricted and repetitive behavior and other symptoms of autism spectrum disorder (ASD) [2,3].

Cohort studies in the USA showed that the incidence rate of EE and other forms of epilepsy is highest among children under 5 years of age (>60/100,000). Some population studies have shown a much higher incidence in children under 5 years of age than in older children (82.1-118 vs. 46/100,000 children). Recent prospective population-based studies have found an incidence of 195/100,000 live births, which is higher than previous studies in developed countries [4-6].

The course of EE can be static or progressive. Over time, with EE, both individual cognitive or language functions of the child, as well as the entire development as a whole, can regress, leading to the development of ASD. In children, both epileptic seizures and interictal epileptiform activity of the brain by itself can be noted, which is manifested by changes in the electroencephalogram in EE without convulsive attacks, but can directly worsen the child’s cognitive functions and behavior. These disorders can vary greatly in severity and occur at any age. Timely treatment of seizures and pathological changes displayed on the EEG can not only reduce the frequency of seizures, but also improve the child’s cognitive, communicative, language and behavioral development [7-9].

The etiological factor of EE in children is heterogeneous and includes several causes, such as structural, infectious, metabolic and genetic. According to the literature, there are monogenic forms of epilepsy caused by a mutation in one gene and polygenic forms as a result of mutations in several genes. Genetic causes of epilepsy fall into two categories:

1) genes associated with primary epilepsy;
2) genes associated with neurological disorders in which epilepsy may be a symptom.

It is especially difficult to establish a correct diagnosis when developmental delay is one of the signs of an orphan disease. Due to the fact that they are rare in the population, patients visit more than one specialist before the correct diagnosis is made, while in 40% of cases a rare disease is misdiagnosed at least once. It was found that it takes about 4.8 years on average from the first symptoms of an orphan disease to the establishment of an accurate diagnosis [10]. Although the term "orphan diseases" was first introduced into the medical nomenclature in 1983, today about 8,000 nosologies are known [11]. About 80% of rare diseases are genetically determined and most of them have a progressive course and significantly worsen the quality of life of the child [12]. Almost 75% of orphan diseases appear in early childhood and in 30% of cases children die before the age of 5 [13,14].

The introduction into clinical practice of such genetic research as next generation sequencing (NGS - next generation sequencing), which allows for genome analysis, made a certain breakthrough in the diagnosis of orphan genetic, including epileptic encephalopathy. In recent years, a number of monogenic syndromes manifested by epileptic and developmental encephalopathy have been discovered. In particular, genes whose mutations are associated with the development of epileptic and developmental encephalopathy include ARX, CDKL5, SLC25A22, STXBP1 and SPTAN1 and many others [15,16].

The difficulty of interpreting the results of genetic research is illustrated by the clinical case of the diagnosis of Zhu-Tokita-Takenouchi-Kim syndrome in a boy with cognitive and speech development delayed and epileptic seizures, which were not diagnosed in time.

In this article, we present a clinical case of a de novo mutation of the SON gene in a child who was treated for 3 years with a diagnosis of epileptic encephalopathy and undifferentiated mitochondrial dysfunction with myopathic syndrome. This case of Zhu-Tokita-Takenouchi-Kim syndrome is described for the first time in Ukraine and demonstrate the complexity of the process of diagnosing of orphan diseases.

Clinical case

The 3-year-old boy, was admitted to psychoneurology department with complaints from his mother for the child's motor, psychology and language development delay, atonic epileptic seizures (falls).

From the anamnesis it is known that the child was born from the second pregnancy, which was uneventful (the daughter from the first pregnancy was healthy). The delivery was timely, by caesarean section. Birth weight - 3350 g, body length - 51 cm, Apgar score - 9 points. For age of year, he was observed for problem delay, atonic epileptic seizures, which were not diagnosed in time. The difficulty of interpreting the results of genetic research is illustrated by the clinical case of the diagnosis of Zhu-Tokita-Takenouchi-Kim syndrome in a boy with cognitive and speech development delayed and epileptic seizures, which were not diagnosed in time.

In this article, we present a clinical case of a de novo mutation of the SON gene in a child who was treated for 3 years with a diagnosis of epileptic encephalopathy and undifferentiated mitochondrial dysfunction with myopathic syndrome. This case of Zhu-Tokita-Takenouchi-Kim syndrome is described for the first time in Ukraine and demonstrate the complexity of the process of diagnosing of orphan diseases.

Status objectives - manifestations of body weight deficiency (weight 12 kg). The skin is clean, the mucous membrane of the pharynx is pink. Signs of dysmorphism in the form of macrocephalic syndrome, deep-set eyeballs, drooping of the upper eyelid, strabismus, open nostrils, raised nose (Fig. 1). Heart tones are sonorous and rhythmic. Above the lungs was vesicular breathing. Abdomen is soft, painless. Physiological functions are not disturbed.
Neurological status - the child is in conscious, responds calmly to the examination, perform individual instructions. He could repeats a few words, but spontaneous speech is absent. The head is macrocephalic, the circumference of the head is 48.5 cm. Convergent braid is more on the right. Muscle tone is reduced D=S, mainly in the lower limbs. Tendon reflexes from the upper limbs are evoked by D=S, alive. Knee reflexes are not evoked, D=S. Independent walking. Babinski’s symptom is negative D=S. There were no sensitivity disorders. There were no meningeal symptoms.

During EEG monitoring, changes in brain biorhythms were detected in the form of a diffuse periodic slowing of the main activity. Epileptiform activity is registered during sleep in the central-parietal and left temporal regions. Sharp-slow wave complexes with an amplitude of up to 150 μV and a frequency of 3-4 Hz, in the form of benign epileptiform patterns of childhood (DEPD).

During the MRI examination of the brain was significant enlarged of subependymal to the lateral ventricles, bilaterally more to the left, single isointense foci measuring 0.5x0.4 cm. Conclusion: MRI signs of heterotopia of the gray matter of the brain.

Tandem mass spectrometry of amino acids and acylcarnitines was performed - according to the results of the analysis, no violation of the content of the investigated metabolites in the blood was detected.

Next-generation sequencing (NGS) research using whole exome sequencing found a SON gene mutation c.5887C>T(p.Arg1963Cys), which is associated with the development of the autosomal dominant Zhu-Tokita-Takenuchi-Kim syndrome. According to the ClinVar database of genetic variants, this variant is characterized as a variant of uncertain significance (VUS – variant of uncertain significance).

After obtaining such a result, the clinician faces an extremely important task, namely, to compare the obtained result with the clinical signs of the described syndrome. Only if the clinical manifestations and VUS match, we can say that this mutation is the etiological factor of the disease. In our case, the clinical signs in the boy coincided with those described by the pioneers of the Zhu-Tokita-Takenouchi-Kim syndrome; thus, the conducted study helped establish the final diagnosis: Genetically determined epileptic encephalopathy with periventricular heterotopia, mitochondrial dysfunction, myopathic syndrome, congenital cryptorchidism, and psycho-speech delay is caused by a gene mutation SON, or Zhu-Tokita-Takenouchi-Kim syndrome.

Discussion
The discovery of mutations in genes that lead to the development of EE and ASD contributed to the expansion of our knowledge about the causes of the development of these disorders. In addition, with the advent of targeted ("target" - "goal") therapy, new treatment methods are increasingly used purposefully for the treatment of some genetically determined forms of EE and neurodevelopmental disorders [14-17].

In the department of psychoneurology for children with perinatal pathology and orphan diseases of the State Institution "IPAG named after acad. O.M. Lukyanova National Academy Medical Sciences of Ukraine", we have accumulated some experience in examining children with EE, developmental delay ASD, which were based on EE and were classified as organic or "rare" diseases. Taking into account the data of the world literature and the results of our own research, we developed an algorithm for genetic diagnosis in patients with EE and ASD.

Genetic methods allow in many cases to timely and accurately diagnose the etiology of EE and ASD. Practically, it can help to optimize the diagnostic search time for the patient and his family, give a prognosis regarding the further course of the disease, and also adjust treatment tactics.

However, before genetic testing, it is important to perform the necessary laboratory tests, such as biochemical and metabolic tests, EEG monitoring during night sleep, and neuroimaging (brain MRI) [18]. It is imperative to consult with parents, they should be consulted to discuss the indications, limitations of testing, and the possible consequences of receiving a positive, negative, or ambiguous result (if variants of uncertain value are detected) [19,20].
Indications for genetic testing in EE with manifestations of ASD are:

- presence of a negative prognosis for the course of the disease based on clinical data and EEG results;
- resistance to treatment epileptic seizures without an identified cause;
- suspected congenital metabolic disorder;
- suspicion of a neurodegenerative disease;
- suspicion of a neuro-cutaneous disease (phakomatosis);
- the child has signs of a genetic syndrome, such as delayed motoric development, intellectual disability, multiple congenital anomalies or dysmorphic facial features;
- accompanying neurological disorders (tonic disorders, movement disorders, hearing or vision disorders);
- abnormal dimensions of the head circumference (micro- or macrocephaly);
- presence of cases of epilepsy in the family (at least two family members of the first degree of consanguinity);
- early deaths of children in the family or other close family members, the cause of which has not been established.

Current methods of genetic diagnostics include:

1) studying of karyotype - used to diagnose chromosomal abnormalities (for example, in multiple developmental defects, dysmorphic facial features);
2) chromosomal microarray analysis (CMA), also known as the method of comparative genomic hybridization (array comparative genomic hybridization (CGH)), is used in the presence of dysmorphic facial features, concomitant somatic pathology, developmental defects;
3) next generation sequencing (NGS), which may include the study of individual genes (for example, TSC1) or a panel of genes;
4) whole exome (WES) and genomic sequencing (WHS).

A studying of karyotype can be useful in the case of EE in combination with dysmorphic features of the face and signs of lesions of other organs or systems, visual or hearing disorders. Karyotyping can help detect rearrangements such as translocations, aneuploidies, or ring chromosomes.

The method of chromosomal microarray analysis (CMA) is recommended for children with EE and intellectual disability in combination with dysmorphic features of the face, congenital anomalies. CMA allows detection of gene copy number variants, but balanced rearrangements, point mutations, and small exon deletions and duplications may be missed. The diagnostic value of the CMA method for EE is from 5 to 16%.

Monogenic testing should be performed in case of clinical manifestations of EE, which makes it possible to clearly suspect a specific monogenic syndrome, for example, Dravet syndrome, tuberous sclerosis, or GLUT-1 transporter deficiency.

If the clinical picture is undifferentiated and a specific monogenic form of EE cannot be suspected, gene panel studies or whole exome sequencing should be preferred. Gene panels offered by commercial laboratories allow screening of hundreds of genes simultaneously by the method of next generation sequencing (NGS). The effectiveness of gene panel research in EE ranges from 15 to 25%.

However, it should be remembered that the number of genes contained in the panel is usually only about 1% of the entire genome. Therefore, children under 6 years old with a diagnosis of epileptic encephalopathy and ASD are recommended to include genetic testing by the NGS method through whole exome sequencing (WES) in a comprehensive examination (EEG, EEG monitoring during night sleep, MRI of the brain). The effectiveness of WES (examination of the child and parents) in EE ranges from 20 to 40% (Fig. 2).

![Figure 2. Algorithm for diagnosis of epileptic EE and ASD.](image-url)
When examining a child with EE and ASD in combination with mental retardation, congenital malformations, dysmorphic features and lesions of internal organs, it is recommended to start genetic examination with karyotyping or chromosomal micrometric analysis. With a specific epileptic encephalopathy phenotype (for example, suspicion of tuberous sclerosis or Dravet syndrome), monogene testing is possible. For an undifferentiated phenotype of epileptic encephalopathy, a gene panel or WES should be performed.

The whole exome sequencing (WES) method is the most accessible and cost-effective today. The method makes it possible to detect inherited or newly formed (de novo) variants of the nucleotide sequence (single nucleotide substitutions, small insertions and deletions - up to 10 bp), which can be the cause of the development of EE with manifestations of ASD. The method is not intended to assess the level of methylation or detect mutations in the mosaic state. In some cases, bioinformatics data analysis allows us to suspect the presence of structural rearrangements (micro deletions and micro duplications). However, this approach is not a recommended method for the analysis of variations in the number of copies of genes (CNV), and the detected rearrangements are subject to mandatory confirmation by a reference method (CMA). Minor structural disorders, uniparental disomy and mosaic variants of the number of gene copies are not detected by sequencing; for this, a validated method of CMA should be used. The absence of structural variants during sequencing does not exclude their presence in the patient. Examination of the parents of the proband or other relatives may be necessary to establish the origin (inherited / de novo) of the detected variant and clarify its pathogenicity.

The obtained NGS results are evaluated according to the criteria and guidelines for interpretation established by the American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics (ACMG). Test results should always be interpreted in the context of family history, medical history, and current information about the disease. The obtained results are discussed by the patient with the neurologist who referred the patient for examination and the geneticist [19].

The results of genetic testing using the NGS method make it possible to obtain various variants of mutations in genes associated with the development of orphan diseases. According to the classification of the American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics, these variants can be interpreted as follows [20, 21]:

1) pathogenic;
2) probably pathogenic (likely pathogenic);
3) variant of uncertain significance (VUS);
4) likely benign;
5) benign.

After receiving the results of genetic research, it is necessary to comprehensively approach the conduct of medical and genetic testing at the stage of family planning. In particular, after receiving a pathogenic or probably pathogenic mutation variant in the research results, it is necessary to conduct a study of the parents of the sick child to establish the reliability of the obtained pathogenic mutation. In most cases, orphan diseases are characterized by de novo mutations with an autosomal dominant type of inheritance, and therefore parents should not have these mutations. However, situations often arise when parents are carriers of genetic mutations in an autosomal recessive state and are manifested only in subsequent generations. Therefore, medical and genetic counseling is extremely important to prevent the spread of orphan diseases in the population.

Zhu-Tokita-Takenouchi-Kim (ZTTK) syndrome (OMIM 617140) belongs to a group of developmental disorders with heterogeneous clinical manifestations, including intellectual deficit. ZTTK is inherited in an autosomal dominant pattern and is caused by a mutation of the SON gene [22,23]. The SON gene belongs to DNA-coding proteins and is located on chromosome 21q22.11. It consists of 12 exons. Exon 3 is the largest, accounting for 82% of the entire coding region with the majority of SON variants found in patients with ZTTK located in this region [24,25]. All described cases of ZTTK were the result of de novo mutations of the SON gene.

For the first time, a case of ZTTK syndrome was described by Zhu et al. in 2015 in a 5-year-old girl with developmental delay, epilepsy, mild facial dysmorphism, megalecephaly, cerebral white matter hypoplasia, intestinal atresia, and ventricular septal defect. A new heterozygous microdeletion variant c.5753_5756del was discovered, which leads to premature termination of the codon in the SON gene [26]. In 2016, Takenouchi et al. reported the same frameshift variant in the same locus of the SON gene in a boy with similar clinical manifestations [27]. Later, Takita et al. described 7 children with de novo pathogenic variants in the SON gene and found that these variants were associated with a severe multisystem disorder. In 2016, 20 children with de novo pathogenic variants in the SON gene with common phenotypic manifestations and neurodevelopmental disorders were already described [24,28]. Kim et al. also found that SON haploinsufficiency leads to defective RNA splicing of several genes critical for neuron development [29]. According to data from the portal orpha.net, as of 2020, 33 cases of ZTTK syndrome have been registered, and its frequency is estimated at <1:1,000,000 [30].

Clinical manifestations of ZTTK are extremely polymorphic and are currently still being actively investigated. Clinical manifestations can be classified by organs and systems [25-31]:

1) Ophthalmological symptoms: optic nerve atrophy, cortical visual disturbances, strabismus, nystagmus.
2) Dysmorphic facial features: deep-set eyes, slanted downward palpebral fissure, horizontal eyebrows (Mongoloid type), facial asymmetry, low-set ears, indentation of the middle of the face, protruding forehead, wide bridge of the nose, flattened shortened filter.
3) Systemic symptoms: congenital malformations (quite often of cardiovascular or genitourinary symptoms), joint hypermobility and hypotension. During the neonatal period, persistent feeding difficulties that lead to a lack of physical development.
4) Neurological manifestations: general developmental delay against the background of muscle hypotonia, which becomes pronounced with
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5) MRI of the brain: abnormalities in the development of gyri, including polymicrogyria, periventricular nodular heterotopias, were noted in some children.

It is known that the SON gene plays a key role in the maturation and differentiation of undifferentiated stem cells. In experiments on mice, it was proved that this gene plays one of the key roles in the migration of neurons of the neural tube in the process of ontogenesis, and its mutations may lead to congenital malformations of the central nervous system (for example, heterotopias or cortical dysplasia) [22]. Haploinsufficiency of the SON gene causes reduced mRNA expression and impaired RNA splicing of many genes that are necessary for nerve cell migration, metabolic processes, kidney and brain development [33-35]. Thus, it was proved that SON, as a regulator of RNA splicing, plays a significant role in neurodevelopment.

In addition to the maturation of the nervous system, the SON gene has an impact on metabolic processes. SON gene mutations may affect mitochondrial metabolism and function in newborns with ZTTK syndrome. Metabolic screening confirmed mitochondrial dysfunction and O-glycosylation defects in individuals with ZTTK syndrome. A decrease in the level of immunoglobulins A and G is also characteristic of patients with ZTTK syndrome [36].

Conclusions: When faced with a rare disease in a child, a clinician may make a clinical diagnosis of a known syndrome or disease. However, many orphan diseases in children present under the clinical "masks" of diseases such as cerebral palsy, hydrocephalus, epilepsy, mental retardation, and autism spectrum disorders. It is important for a pediatrician to be alert to the detection of orphan diseases and to approach their diagnosis comprehensively, with due regard for clinical signs, etiology, and pathogenesis.

An orphan disease can only be diagnosed if an active search is made to clarify the diagnosis. Genetic tests are available and open up new diagnostic possibilities, but require competent interpretation by a clinical specialist. Timely treatment is the key to a positive prognosis, and medical genetic counseling at the family planning stage reduces the risk of spreading orphan diseases in the population.
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ГЕНЕТИЧНІ ЕПІЛЕПТИЧНІ ТА РОЗВИТКОВІ ЕНЦЕФАЛОПАТІЇ РАННЬОГО ВІКУ: ВІД СИМПТОМІВ ДО ДІАГНОЗУ

Л.Г.Кирилова, О.О.Юзва, О.О.Мірошников, Н.Ю.Бондаренко, О.В.Берегела

ДУ «Інститут педіатрії, акушерства і гінекології імені академіка О.М. Лук'янової НАМН України» (м. Київ, Україна)

Резюме

Вступ. Проблема ранньої діагностики орфанних (рідкісних або раритетних) захворювань є актуальною для більшості країн світу. Викликом для медицини є попередження нових випадків орфанних захворювань шляхом медико-генетичного консультування на етапі планування сім'ї.

Мета роботи: розробити алгоритм генетичної діагностики епілептичних та розвиткових енцефалопатій дітей із затримкою розвитку та стигмами дизембріогенезу на основі сучасних даних щодо застосування та інтерпретації методів генетичного дослідження.

Матеріал та методи дослідження: загально-клінічний огляд та дослідження неврологічного статусу, відео-ЕЕГ моніторинг під час нічного сну, магнітно-резонансна томографія головного мозку (3,0Т), повноекзомне секвенування (WES).

Результати дослідження. У статті представлено алгоритм генетичної діагностики орфанних захворювань у дітей, що супроводжуються епілептичними енцефалопатіями, затримкою розвитку та синдромом дисоріфімізу. Наведено приклад клінічного випадку хлопчика із загальною затримкою розвитку та атонічними епілептичними припадками.
При проведенні ЕГЙ-моніторингу нічного сну було виявлено епілептиформну активність у стадії повільного сну, що лока лізувалася у центрально-тім'яній та лівій скроневій ділянках у вигляді добровільних епілептиформних патернів.

При проведенні повноекзомного секвенування виявлено варіант нуклеотидної послідовності c.5887C>T (p. Arg1963Cys), у гені SON (англ. SON DNA binding protein) в гетерозиготному стані, який призводить до заміни аргініну на цистеін. Мутації в гені SON в гетерозиготному стані описани у пацієнтів із синдромом Чжу-Токіта-Такенучі-Кім (OMIM: 617140) раніше були представлені у базі даних ClinVar як варіант невизначеного значення (VUS – variant of uncertain significance).

Висновки: Важливо, щоб спеціаліст у галузі педіатрії був обізнаний стосовно виявлення орфанних захворювань. Генетичні дослідження доступні і відкривають нові можливості діагностики, але потребують фаховій комплексній інтерпретації. Після отримання результатів важливим є співставлення отриманих даних і клінічних ознак діагностуваного синдрому. Тільки при відповідності клінічних проявів та результатів генетичного дослідження (наприклад, VUS) ми можемо стверджувати, що саме дана мутація є етіологічним фактором захворювання. У нашому випадку клінічні ознаки співпадали з даними, описаними авторами у 2015 році щодо першого випадку синдрому Чжу-Токіта-Такенучі-Кім, – таким чином, проведене генетичне дослідження допомогло верифікувати остаточний діагноз. Медико-генетична консультація родин дозволяє проводити профілактику поширення орфанних захворювань в популяції.

Ключові слова: синдром Чжу-Токіта-Такенучі-Кім; розлад аутистичного спектру; епілепсія; повноекзомне секвенування; медико-генетичне консультування; планування сім'ї.